
Radio Shoutbox – solving spreadsheet 

Table1:  

L N E Remarks HN Win. Test kL kN kE #N #E 

1 3.398 30.040 
Count only circle windows above 
door 

3  6 -17 15 4 
  

2 

 

 

Don't count shop-windows and 
roof windows 

 

 

4 

-22 2 17   

-47 6 7   

-1 -1 10   

3      5 -4 -16 0   

4 

 

 

 

 

 

3 

-29 2 -4   

-28 3 -6   

-52 1 -8   

5 
 

 

Count also windows on curved 
wall; count between both drain 
pipes  

 
4 

-51 -20 -18   

-35 -26 -16   

6   Count only wall with house number   4 -38 14 9   

7 
 

 

 

 

 
5 

-27 -9 3   

-44 9 10   

8 
 

 

 

 

 
1 

-53 -1 -1   

-25 -7 8   

9 

 

 

Don't count windows on top floor 
(these are actually dormer 
windows) 

 

 

1 

-12 -3 1   

-29 -8 -17   

-5 -9 -7   

-4 -4 -5   

10      1 -1 8 9   

11 

 

 

 

 

 

2 

-34 -3 8   

-15 -14 5   

-33 -9 16   

12   Don't count shop-windows   2 -31 19 -18   

13 

 

 

Don't count roof windows 

 

 

0 

-15 6 -16   

7 8 -8   

10 7 -15   

14      4 -34 -3 7   

15 
     

2 
-56 -38 -4   

-77 -27 -14   

16 
 

 

 

 

 
4 

-17 4 -4   

-1 1 -6   

17 
 

 

Don't count windows on »corner« 
wall and on the left side of 
entrance in ground floor  

 
2 

-18 3 -29   

-39 14 -20   

18 
 

 

 

 

 
3 

-60 -28 1   

-56 -25 8   

19 
 

 

 

 

 
5 

0 0 11   

12 3 8   

20 
 

 

 

 

 
4 

-20 -15 -6   

-12 -3 10   

21 

 

 

 

 

 

4 

-13 -13 4   

-23 -5 3   

-4 -4 -1   

22   Final location – see formula   2      

 
 
Table2: 

# N 46° x.xxx E 14° xx.xxx # N 46° x.xxx E 14° xx.xxx   

1 2.432 28.920 12 3.289 30.225  L2 = H1 + kL + H2 

2 2.435 29.000 13 3.320 30.285   

3 2.644 29.433 14 3.333 30.331  Test = (H + W) mod 7 

4 2.660 29.483 15 3.375 30.361   

5 2.663 29.735 16 3.398 30.375  #N = H + kN 

6 2.861 29.769 17 3.432 30.419   

7 2.864 29.807 18 3.803 30.735  #E = W + kE 

8 2.942 30.040 19 3.807 30.920   

9 3.009 30.134 20 3.828 30.921   

10 3.151 30.164 21 3.979 31.042   

11 3.178 30.166 22 4.259 31.126   

 



 
 
Table1 – description of columns: 
L: Id of the Location; calculate it with formula L2 = H1 + kL + H2. To calculate Id of current location (L2), you 

must know a House Number of current location (H2) and data from previous location (H1 and kL) from 
where you were directed here. See also description of kL.  

N, E: Coordinates of the location; get them from Table2. 
Remarks: What you should observe when counting windows. The main rule:  count all windows on the wall facing the 

street of house's address (i.e. when building stands on two streets count only »address wall«), ignore other 
walls. Count also basement/cellar windows which are often smaller or less visible! Never count shop-
windows/display-windows and roof/attic/dormer windows. 

HN: House Number of the building on the the location. All buildings except 1st has a plate with a house number 
somewhere on the wall. Mostly there is also street name on the plate (otherwise, see on neighbour houses). 

Win.: Number of Windows on the »address wall« on the building – see also Remarks. 
Test: Test of correctness. Add House Number (H) and number of Windows (W), divide sum by 7 and take the 

reminder. In column »Test« is written the reminder you should get. Thus you can test if you correctly counted 
windows (house number is written on the wall, just read it). This test will help you to locate the right building 
when it doesn't have a plaque. If test fails: (1) repeat the calculation (2) carefully count the windows again 
(check Remarks for current location) (3) check also neighbour buildings (because of distorted gps signal) (4) 
check again the Id of the location (maybe you are looking the wrong line in table). 

 Formula: Test = (H+W) mod 7 
kL: Constant number for determining Id of next location. On location L1 you got coordinates of next location, you 

get there but you don't know Id of this location yet. You can read house number H2 from plate on the wall, 
you have kL and house number H1 of previous location L1 so you can calculate L2. 

 Formula: L2 = H1 + kL+ H2 
kN: Constant number for determining latitude of next location. Add House Number (H) and kN and you should get 

a number from 1 to 22. This is line number in Table2 where you get a latitude (coordinate N). 
 Formula: #N = H + kN, read N from #N-th line in Table2. 
kE: Constant number for determining longitude of next location. Add number of Windows (W) and kE and you 

should get a number from 1 to 22. This is line number in Table2 where you get a longitude (coordinate E). 
 Formula: #E = W + kE, read E from #E-th line in Table2. 
 
 



Example (please note that numbers are fictious!!!): 
 
We are on location 15 (we have just calculed its Id). The house number is »57 Elm street« and has 15 windows facing 
Elm street. We look in Table1 (see below) at row L=15 and notice that we can advance to 2 new locations. We select the 
first option (which is greyed) and calculate its coordinates:  
 
#N = H + kN = 57 – 38 = 19; #19 in Table2 has N 46° 3.807 
#E = W + kE = 15 – 3 = 12; #12 in Table2 has E 14° 30.225 
We label this location as F (e.g. we have already got locations A to E). We recommend that you also mark it on the city 
map. 
 
Let's calculate coordinates of the second option: 
 
#N = H + kN = 57 – 47 = 10; #10 in Table2 has N 46° 3.151 
#E = W + kE = 15 – 14 = 1; #1 in Table2 has E 14° 28.920 
We check the list of known locations (A to E) and find out, that these coordinates are already on the list - so we can 
discard this data. 
 
We cycle to new location F. The plate on building reads »Slovenska cesta 1« and 3 windows are facing the »Slovenska 
cesta« street (we ignore windows facing the »Gosposvetska ulica« street). We don't know the Id of this location yet. 
 
1. First, we have to get Id of the location: 
 

L2 = H1 + kL + H2 = 57 - 56 + 1 = 2 
So we are now on location 2 – see row L=2 in Table1. Let's make test:  
Test = (H + W) mod 7 = (1 + 3) mod 7 = 4 mod 7 = 4 
Test is ok, so Id of the location is indeed 2. 
 

2. Now, calculate the coordinates of next three locations, using the same procedure: 
 
 #N1 =1 + 2 = 3 (from Table2 we get N 46° 2.644) 
 #E1 = 3 + 17 = 20 (from Table2 we get E 14° 30.921) 

 #N2 =1 + 6 = 8 (N 46° 2.942) 
 #E2 = 3 + 7 = 10 (E 14° 30.164) 

 #N3 =1 + 1 = 2 (N 46° 2.435) 
 #E3 = 3 + 10 = 13 (E 14° 30.285) 

We check these coordinates in the list of known locations (A to F) and find out that all three locations are new. We label 
them as G, H and I. Then we go to next unvisited location… 

 
 
Table1 (fictious example!!!): 

L N E Remarks HN Win. Test kL kN kE #N #E 

2 3.807 30.225 next location 1 3 4 

-22 2 17   

-47 6 7   

-1 1 10   

15 n.nnn ee.eee current location 57 15 2 
-56 -38 -3 19 12 

-77 -27 -14 10 1 

 


